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3rd most densely-populated large City in US
New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut shut down restaurants as pandemic spreads

By Chris Morris
Beaches, construction sites, curbside businesses may be next to reopen, Murphy says

N.J. could reopen outdoor dining, shopping inside nonessential stores within ‘a matter of weeks,’ Murphy says
RELIEF FOR RESTAURANTS

- COVID-19 Relief Fund
- Curbside Pickup
- Streateries
  - Sidewalk Cafes
  - Parklets
  - Open Streets
LEVERAGE EXISTING PROGRAMS

• Temporary Traffic Permits
• Sidewalk Cafe Licensing
• Parklet Program
MINIMIZE EXCLUSION CRITERIA

- Confusing/difficult permit process
- Spatial requirements
- Fees
- Cost of materials
- Communication
- Outreach to underrepresented businesses
PARKLETS AS STREATERIES
demonstration
iterate
pilot
iterate
full implementation